Tender Is the Night
What begins as negation ends in negation. In the hands of the inspired and the obedient, the
desire to create art always expresses itself as the desire to destroy art; the need to make
oneself into an artist can only lead to an undoing of the self. The devotee of non-being ends
by destroying his or her being. There is no sailing beyond this horizon: it is the last
temptation of the avant-garde.
Put differently, avant-garde must always advance; therefore, eventually, the avant-garde can
only live by turning against itself and dying. Suicide, whether bodily or artistic or both,
becomes an avant-garde project because the structure of the art is suicidal. The greatest—or,
more exactly, the purest—artists have always known this, and turned to gun-running and
urination, to emptiness and silence, to the night.
Let the young Nietzsche speak for them, and for us:
The daemon stood silent, stiff and motionless, until at last, forced by the king, he
gave a shrill laugh and spoke these words: ‘Miserable, ephemeral race, children of
hazard and hardship, why do you force me to say what it would be much more
fruitful for you not to hear? The best of all things is something entirely outside your
grasp: not to be born, not to be, to be nothing. But the second-best thing for you—is
to die soon.’

–David Lewis and Gerald Murphy
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